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Stem Cell Lineages: Between Cell and Organism
Melinda Bonnie Fagan
Ontologies of living things are increasingly grounded on the concepts and practices of cur-
rent life science. Biological development is a process, undergone by living things, which
begins with a single cell and (in an important class of cases) ends with formation of a mul-
ticellular organism. The process of development is thus prima facie central for ideas about
biological individuality and organismality. However, recent accounts of these concepts do
not engage developmental biology. This paper aims to ﬁll the gap, proposing the lineage
view of stem cells as an ontological framework for conceptualizing organismal development.
This account is grounded on experimental practices of stem cell research, with emphasis on
new techniques for generating biological organization in vitro. On the lineage view, a stem
cell is the starting point of a cell lineage with a speciﬁc organismal source, time-interval of
existence, and ‘tree topology’ of branch-points linking the stem to developmental termini.
The concept of ‘enkapsis’ accommodates the cell-organism relation within the lineage view;
this hierarchical notion is further explicated by considering the methods and results of stem
cell experiments. Results of this examination include a (partial) characterization of stem
cells’ developmental versatility, and the context-dependence of developmental processes
involving stem cells.
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Editorial introduction: In this contribution, Melinda Fagan asks what stem cells are, what
they tell us about the idea of biological development, and how they inﬂuence our concepts
organism and biological individual. ‘Stem cells’ are cells that can self-renew and diﬀerentiate
into more specialized cells. In the last ﬁfteen years or so, they have been at centre of research
into regenerative medicine.
Fagan’s piece is strongly interdisciplinary. First, she combines two, typically distant,
biological domains—namely stem cell biology and systematics. She shows how Hennig’s
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concept of an ‘enkaptic system’ (a concept pertaining to systematics, which describes the
encapsulation of systems of lower complexity into systems of higher complexity) can shed
light on the lineage model of stem cells.
Second, Fagan connects this biological perspective with long-standing metaphysical
issues about the deﬁnition of biological individuals and organisms. She shows that devel-
opment has been unduly neglected in philosophical debates on the concept of a biological
individual. For her, a multicellular organism could be conceived as the product of stem
cells’ enkaptic lineages, which realize some or all of a variety of modes of development
(‘normal,’ ‘pathological,’ ‘embryo-like,’ etc.)—themselves reﬂected in various experimental
settings. This places development (and more precisely a stem cell-based view of develop-
ment) at the heart of the concept of an organism. Fagan adds that, contrary to traditional
views of development as ‘autonomous’ and ‘deterministic,’ stem cell-initiated development
is in fact context-dependent and reversible. This constitutes the basis for a novel view of
the building of organisms and of the conditions of their spatio-temporal identity.
The paper oﬀers detailed analyses of current stem cell biology and the scientiﬁc practices
of this domain. From this point of view, Fagan’s work illustrates a recent trend emphasizing
the importance of practical and experimental approaches to metaphysical issues. However,
the paper also raises insightful questions for more traditionally-oriented metaphysicians.
For instance, could the idea that stem cells are ‘future-oriented’ be part of a teleological
approach to the living world—and if so in what sense of ‘teleology’? If stem cell-initiated
development is ﬂexible, reversible, and not internally driven, as Fagan suggests, will it still
be legitimate to talk of a teleological view? Moreover, what does it mean to say that stem
cells are deﬁned by their ‘potency’ (and their degrees of potency, from totipotent to unipo-
tent stem cells)? It would be particularly interesting to know whether Aristotelian scholars
might consider the ‘potentiality’ and ‘future-orientation’ of stem cells as modern avatars of
Aristotle’s views (on modern remnants of teleology—for which, see also the contribution
of Christopher Shields in this special issue). –af/tp
1 Introduction
There has been much recent discussion of biological individuality and the nature of organisms
in philosophy of biology (e.g. Dupré and O’Malley 2009; Godfrey-Smith 2009; Pradeu 2012;
Bouchard and Huneman 2013; Guay and Pradeu 2016; Chen et al. under review). These recent
ontological discussions tend to be critical of earlier accounts as not including the full diversity
of living things: microorganisms, plants, colonial species, symbiotic associations, viruses, and
more. Yet the most recent proposed ontologies of living things share with their predecessors
a tendency to privilege evolutionary theory and genetics at the expense of other areas of biol-
ogy. The bias is unsurprising, as those two ﬁelds are disproportionately the focus of philosophy
of biology in general (Pradeu 2016). But, just as philosophers have tended to underestimate
the diversity of the living world, they have tended to overlook certain areas of biology when
considering ontological questions. One such area is developmental biology, the ﬁeld aimed at
understanding processes of change in organisms from birth to death.1 These processes are, on
the face of it, central to questions of biological individuality and organismality. Every organism
1There is in fact some dispute as to the boundaries of the process of development; i.e., whether it is
complete at maturity or continues until death (see Pradeu et al. 2011, thematic section on ‘The boundaries
of development’). Although I favor the latter answer, the claims of this paper do not depend on that
assumption.
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undergoes changes over its lifetime. The subset of those changes that are directional and robust
across members of a species together comprise the phenomena of development. The capacity
to develop, to undergo a directed and robust process of change that repeats in successive gen-
erations, is a characteristic feature of organisms. In other words, organisms are the biological
individuals that develop. In multicellular organisms, development includes the transformation
of a single cell (the zygote) to a multicellular embryo and then to a mature organism.2 The de-
veloping entity, while remaining in some sense a single individual, transitions from the cellular
to multicellular level of biological organization.
Recent accounts of biological individuality and organismality, however, tend to elide the
process of development and the transformation from cell to organism. For example, Clarke
(2010) surveys 13 proposed criteria of biological individuality: reproduction/persistence, life cy-
cle, genetics, sex, bottleneck, germ-soma separation, policing mechanisms, spatial boundaries,
histocompatibility, ﬁtness maximization, cooperation and conﬂict, codispersal, and adaptations.
Development, if included at all, is relegated to an aspect of the life cycle or reduced to the
germ-soma distinction; bottleneck, reproduction, and genetic criteria sidestep developmental
processes entirely. Clarke’s approach represents the received view in philosophy of biology, that
the role of individuality concepts in evolutionary theory suﬃces to answer ontological questions
about biological individuality more generally (313–314). But evolutionary theory is not unique
in ﬁnding the concept of the individual ‘indispensable’. As Clarke also notes, ‘[b]iological indi-
viduals are the entities that develop in ontogeny,’ just as they are the entities that diﬀerentially
survive and reproduce in evolution (313). Studies of biological development have just as much
claim to signiﬁcance for ontology as studies of evolution.
Pradeu (2012) and colleagues reject the received view, articulating and defending a ‘phys-
iological’ account of biological individuality grounded in immunology. But the prevalence of
evolutionary ideas in philosophy of biology frames even this project, which lumps together many
non-evolutionary ﬁelds of biology as ‘physiological’—biochemistry, molecular biology, cell bi-
ology, developmental biology, immunology, and more. This is taken by many philosophers
(including Clarke, cited above) to mean that physiological approaches to biological individu-
ality can all be considered together in contrast to evolutionary accounts, diluting the impor-
tance of distinct ﬁelds such as developmental biology. Similarly, Dupré and O’Malley (2009)
critically examine common criteria for entities to be classiﬁed as ‘living’: spatial boundedness,
metabolism, reproduction, evolvability. Again, development is eﬀaced as a feature of living
things. Dupré and O’Malley do not endorse these criteria, but instead propose an alternative
ontology, based on the idea that living things distinctively exhibit autonomy through interactive
collaboration, such that ‘the entities that we primarily think of as organisms, are in fact coop-
erating assemblies of a wide variety of lineage-forming entities … the intersection of lineages
and metabolism’ (Dupré 2012). Although this ontological approach is relevant to developmen-
tal processes, Dupré and O’Malley do not consider them, focusing instead on the origin of
life, symbiosis, and ‘entities that form reproducing and evolving lineages’—i.e., topics related
to evolutionary biology (ibid). On the whole, lack of attention to developmental processes im-
poverishes current ontological accounts of living things.
2Multicellular organisms are in the minority of living things (O’Malley 2014; Minelli and Pradeu
2014). However, the problem of multicellular development remains signiﬁcant for ontology, even if
it is not universal. Minelli (2011) also argues against the necessity of a single-cell starting point for
multicellular development, citing asexual budding. Although this paper does not address such cases
directly, the model of stem cell-mediated development set out below has resources to accommodate them.
I will examine these issues in a future paper.
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This paper follows the general approach of Pradeu, Dupré, O’Malley, and others in looking
to areas of biology beyond those traditionally considered by philosophers as relevant to the
ontology of living things. I follow Dupré and O’Malley somewhat further in emphasizing
lineages. However, the lineages discussed below are not evolving lineages of organisms, but of
dividing and diﬀerentiating cells that constitute a developing multicellular organism. The ﬁeld
of life science most centrally concerned with the transformation from single cell to multicellular
organism is stem cell biology. A stem cell is ‘functionally deﬁned as having the capacity to self-
renew and the ability to generate diﬀerentiated cells’ (Melton 2013, 7).3 That is, a stem cell is a
cell that can divide to produce oﬀspring that are also stem cells, and produce descendants that are
specialized for particular functions within a developed organism.4 Stem cells so deﬁnedmediate
the developmental transition between cell and organismal levels for multicellular organisms.
In previous work, I have articulated an abstract framework for clarifying the main concepts,
methods, results and aims of stem cell biology today (Fagan 2013a). This paper elaborates that
conceptual framework, to ﬁll the gap in our current accounts of biological individuality and
organismality.
The basic idea of this framework, to anticipate the main claims articulated and defended
below, is that a stem cell is the starting point of a cell lineage with a speciﬁc organismal source,
time-interval of existence, and ‘tree topology’ of branch-points linking the stem to developmen-
tal termini (Section 2). This lineage view is grounded on experimental practices of stem cell
research, interpreted in terms of concepts that ﬁgure prominently in that science.5 This ap-
proach to ontological questions is evidently unlike that of traditional analytic metaphysics. An
ontology for biological development, on the ‘scientiﬁc practice-based’ approach taken here, is a
conceptual framework for understanding that process, and as such should be closely connected
to the branches of inquiry that have this aim. Although stem cell research does not subsume
the totality of studies of biological development, as a ﬁeld with rich interdisciplinary ties and
resources it does connect with the greater part of them. It is a further question, beyond the
scope of this paper, as to how the lineage view might connect with ontologies of biological
development articulated using other approaches, such as traditional analytic metaphysics. An-
swers to this further question are one hoped-for outcome of the present Special Issue. However,
the particular ontology proposed here, the lineage view, exhibits some overlap with ontologies
grounded in quite diﬀerent areas of biology: phylogenetics and systematics (Section 3). This
oﬀers the prospect of a uniﬁed ontology of living things. A further result of considering experi-
mental practices in stem cell biology is insight into the transition between cell and organismal
levels. Of particular interest here are two new experimental products of stem cell research: stem
cell-derived organoids and embryo-like spatial patterning. These, together with more estab-
3See also the glossaries of the International Society for Stem Cell Research (2016) and the European
Stem Cell Network (2016), the Cell Therapy and Regenerative Medicine Glossary (2012), National
Institutes of Health Stem Cell Glossary (2015), and further references in Fagan 2013a. The term ‘stem
cell’ has had a number of meanings since its introduction as the Anglicization of Haeckel’s Stamzelle
(Dröscher 2014). The ontology proposed here is premised on the currently-prevalent general scientiﬁc
deﬁnition of ‘stem cell.’
4The term ‘self-renewal’ is thus somewhat misleading; stem cells do not literally generate themselves
through cell division. Rather, they produce oﬀspring cells that are classiﬁed as stem cells of the same
kind.
5I have discussed some aspects of the lineage view in earlier work (Fagan 2013a, 2013b, 2016a, under
review b). These previous treatments focus primarily on the epistemology of stem cell research, however:
evidence for hypotheses about stem cell capacities, explanatory models, modeling relations in stem cell
experiments.
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lished experimental practices, clarify the concept of developmental potential as it bears on the
cell-organism transition (Section 4). From consideration of these experimental practices and
their products, I explicate the notion of developmental versatility, and draw some conclusions
about biological individuality and organismality (Section 5). Section 6 concludes.
2 The LineageModel
First, some background. A stem cell is not a special kind of single, isolated cell. There are widely-
accepted and unambiguous criteria for individuating single cells: each single cell is discretely
bounded by an enclosing membrane, within which there are distinguishable parts (organelles)
that sustain that cell’s survival and various behaviors. There are also clear ‘rules’ for individuating
cells across generations, articulated as tenets of Cell Theory. Cells reproduce by binary division;
a parent cell divides to produce two oﬀspring cells.6 When cells reproduce by division, the
process is ﬁnished when the membranes ‘pinch oﬀ ’ to separate. An individual cell’s existence
begins with a cell division event and ends with either a second division event (producing two
oﬀspring) or cell death (and no oﬀspring). Generations of cells linked by reproductive division
form a lineage (Figure 1). A lineage in general is a complex biological entity, extending over
multiple generations of other, lower-level entities. In cell lineages, the lower-level entities are
cells.7 A stem cell lineage is a cell lineage with a unique originating entity, the stem cell (or
stem cell population). To be a stem cell is to be the origin of a cell lineage, either actually or
potentially. Another way to put the point is that stem cells are essentially generative: they can
produce other cells, both like and unlike themselves.
This is why stem cells are not just individual cells that share certain other properties. Stem
cells are not individual ‘units of life,’ each separated from its environment by a bounding mem-
brane. Rather, a stem cell is the starting point of a cell lineage; it is a cell deﬁned by its repro-
ductive abilities rather than by standard parts and an enclosing membrane. The concept of a
stem cell involves multiple generations, because to self-renew is to produce either one or two
cells resembling the parent, which ceases to exist upon splitting. Because they are deﬁned in
terms of their descendants, stem cells are essentially future-oriented. Moreover, the future that
stem cells point toward includes developmental transformation. This future-oriented aspect is
conceptualized as stem cells’ potential or potency. Every stem cell (or type of stem cell) has a
characteristic potency or potential: i.e., the range of cell types to which that stem cell can give
rise. The maximum developmental potential is totipotency: the capacity to produce an entire
organism (and, in mammals, extra-embryonic tissues). Pluripotency is the ability to produce all
cell types of an adult organism. More restricted stem cells aremultipotent: able to produce some,
but not all, mature cell types. Stem cells that can give rise to only a few mature cell types are
oligopotent. Minimum diﬀerentiation potential is unipotency: the capacity to produce only single
cell type. So the concept of potential, or potency, provides a rough ordering of stem cell types
in terms of their developmental range.
Importantly, the ordering of stem cell potencies implicates both cellular and organismal lev-
els of organization. Diﬀerent categories of stem cell potential qualitatively refer to the number
of mature cell types that can be generated from a given ‘stem’ (multi-, oligo-, uni-). But the
6Some organisms produce gamete cells, which can also fuse to form a new cell: a zygote. Although
a zygote could be considered a stem cell (and has been; see Dröscher 2014), this is not how the term is
used today. So meiosis and fertilization can be set aside, for the purpose of this paper.
7The component cells of a lineage can be individual cells or cell populations; the lineage framework
applies to both.
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Figure 1: Diagram of a lineage produced by cell division (from Clermont and Leblond 1959,
267; reprinted with permission from John Wiley and Sons, Inc.).
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categories also reference the whole organism. The distinction between pluri- and multipotency
is drawn in terms of the cell types composing the body of a mature organism (all or some, respec-
tively), while the distinction between toti- and pluripotency is between levels of organization: a
whole organismal body, contrasted with all the cell types that make up that body.8 This involve-
ment of the organismal level, I shall argue, is crucial to the concept of a stem cell. For now, the
point I want to emphasize is that the very idea of a stem cell involves a cell lineage.
Conditions of existence for a stem cell lineage can be expressed as four elements:
1. origin: the multicellular organism from which the stem cell is derived;
2. interval of persistence: number and rate of self-renewing stem cell divisions;
3. component traits: characters of cells occupying the various positions in a lineage;
4. process of change: stages of the lineage are ordered by a developmental process.
I discuss each brieﬂy.
(1) Origin: every stem cell is a part of, or descended via cell division from a part of, exactly
one multicellular organism. Scientiﬁc names for diﬀerent varieties of stem cell often refer to
features of this organism—notably, species and developmental stage. For example, ‘hESC’ is
an abbreviation of ‘human embryonic stem cell,’ and ‘m-epiSC’ of ‘mouse epiblast stem cell’.
Stem cells found within a mature organism are named for the part of that organism they build
and/or replenish: neural stem cells, hematopoietic (blood-forming) stem cells, epithelial stem
cells, muscle stem cells, and so on. More broadly, stem cell research has long been divided into
two branches, which focus on ‘adult’ or ‘embryonic’ stem cells. The adult/embryonic distinction
refers to the developmental stage of stem cells’ organismal source. For identifying stem cells,
the key characters of an organismal source are its species, developmental stage, and the location
from which stem cells are derived.
(2) Persistence: like other biological entities, stem cell lineages have ﬁnite lifespans. The lifes-
pan of a stem cell lineage is constrained by the duration of the initiating stem cell’s self-renewal
capacity. This duration varies across diﬀerent types of stem cell, although for cultured stem cell
lines there appears to be no upper limit. When self-renewal ceases, the stem cell population will
steadily deplete through diﬀerentiation and cell death, followed by the descendant populations.
(3) Cell traits: These descendant populations are distinguished from stem cells and from one
another by a set of variable characters C1; : : : ; Cn. In this sense, the distribution of values for
characters C organizes a stem cell lineage, distinguishing cells that occupy diﬀerent positions
within that lineage.
(4) Process: character-values for C map onto a developmental process D, which orders the
diﬀerent cell states appearing in the lineage (s1; : : : ; sn). I further analyze this process, and
associated characters C, below.
These four elements correspond to variables that can take diﬀerent values, corresponding to
the diﬀerent varieties of stem cell (L1, L2, L3, n, C1; : : : ; Cn, D, s1; : : : ; sn).9 Taken together,
this framework of variables comprises the lineage view of stem cells. Values of these variables are
speciﬁed by the materials and methods of experiments aimed at identifying and characterizing
a particular kind of stem cell. These experiments share a common basic design. First, cells
8Cell types are the specialized building blocks of multicellular organisms, such as neurons, ﬁbroblasts
(including but not limited to skin cells), muscle cells, and so on. Diﬀerent cell types robustly exhibit
diﬀerent molecular, biochemical, morphological, and functional characteristics. It is in virtue of having
these features that non-stem cells are termed ‘specialized.’ Cells that have these features stably, such that
no more developmental transformation occurs within or across generations, are terminally diﬀerentiated.
9See Fagan 2013a for more detail about this feature of the lineage view.
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are removed from an organismal source and placed in a context in which their character-values
can be measured. After the measurements are made, some of these cells are moved to a new
environment, where development can proceed. Lastly, character-values of resulting developed
cells are measured. By this procedure, the model’s variables are speciﬁed, and experimental
results correlate character values of the organismal source, candidate stem cells, and developed
cells.
To identify a stem cell is to characterize its two deﬁning capacities: self-renewal and diﬀeren-
tiation potential. This characterization corresponds to a stem cell lineage exhibiting a particular
structure, or topology. Lineages in general are modeled using ‘tree diagrams’ that track rela-
tions between generations of reproducing entities (Figure 2). The ‘tree topology’ framework
leads to further analysis of the developmental process that orders cell states in a stem cell lin-
eage (variableD). On this approach, variableD corresponds to a space of possible tree-models.
Each model within this space has a particular number and arrangement of developmental stages,
branch-points, and termini. The simplest such model is a linear sequence of cell states ordered
in time. However, cell developmental processes are coordinated with cell division events, such
that stages can form a branching hierarchy rather than a single linear sequence. The number of
stages determines the depth of cell hierarchy. The arrangement of branch-points (bi-, tri- or
n-furcations) indicates the arrangement of distinct developmental pathways initiated by a stem
cell. The number of termini corresponds to a stem cell’s developmental potential.
The way branch-points are distributed among the stages leading from a stem cell state to de-
velopmental termini determines a particular tree topology. The simplest cases, like asymmetric
cell division, distinguish only two stages: a stem and a more diﬀerentiated state (Figure 2, top
left). Other developmental processes are more elaborate (Figure 2, bottom). Some varieties of
stem cell, such as those for skin and hair, initiate developmental processes with multiple stages
but few branch-points. In contrast, stem cells of the blood and immune system form elaborate
branching hierarchies. So we can characterize a cell developmental process D (an arrangement
of cell states s1; : : : ; sn) in terms of the characters of the corresponding tree topology. This
elaborated lineage framework oﬀers a general way to compare diﬀerent varieties of stem cell.
Any given process of development produces a cell lineage tree with a speciﬁc topology, repre-
senting developmental and reproductive relations between cells. Diﬀerent stem cell concepts
correspond to models that diﬀerentially constrain the space of possible topologies for cell lin-
eage trees. In this lineage framework, stem cell identity has parallels with phylogenetic trees in
systematics. The next section explores these parallels, with respect to the cell-organism relation.
3 Ontogeny and Phylogeny: Stem Cell Lineages as Enkaptic Systems
Stem cell potential is coupled to the process of organismal development, in that stem cells from
early developmental stages of an organism (e.g., pre-implantation mammalian embryos) have
wider potential than stem cells from later developmental stages (e.g., fetuses, adults). So stem
cells have a mutually generative relationship with multicellular organisms; they are both source
and result of organismal organization.10 The lineage model as presented so far, however, does
not address the latter. The remaining sections elaborate the lineage model so as to include the
transition between cell and organism. The ﬁrst step is to extend the lineage view by borrowing
an idea from systematics: Hennig’s concept of an enkaptic system.11 The term ‘enkapsis’ derives
10A generative cycle of organism-stem cell-organism does not require organismal reproduction, al-
though the two processes are compatible.
11This idea was suggested by Matt Haber, and follows recent work by Rieppel (2009).
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2: Stem cells as a constrained space of tree topologies. Bottom: blood stem cell tree,
from Pappenheim 1905, 347.
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from theGreek enkaptein, meaning ‘encapsulation’. An enkaptic system is comprised ofmultiple
systems, ordered by complexity, such that systems of higher complexity encapsulate (‘enclose,’
‘have imbedded in them’) systems of lower complexity (Rieppel 2009, 313). But the relation
between systems is not simply one of containment. Entities composing the diﬀerent levels of
an enkaptic system ‘share the fundamental biological property that characterizes all life: the
potential to propagate through division’ (Rieppel 2009, 313). That is, sub-organismal parts
divide, thereby reproducing, and the separated parts are then brought together by being enclosed
by the same higher level. The basic mechanisms of enkapsis are division and synthesis, which
generate a lineage exhibiting multi-level organization.
Heidenhain proposed enkapsis in the 19th century as an alternative to reductive conceptions
of the organism as an aggregate of cells: ‘the organism encapsulates its organs, organs encapsu-
late their parts, the parts encapsulate cells, cells encapsulate organelles …. The organism thus
forms an enkaptic divisional hierarchy …’ (Rieppel 2009, 313–314). Although Heidenhain’s
concept of development did not include the notion of a stem cell, the lineage view articulated
above ﬁts very well with his construal. As discussed above, stem cell lineages generate various as-
pects of organization that bridge the gap between cells and multicellular organisms. The lineage
view of stem cells, in fact, remedies a problem for the original enkaptic view of development.
Heidenhain conceived multicellular organisms as enkaptic systems constituted by multiple hi-
erarchical lineages whose components undergo repeated rounds of division and synthesis: cells,
organelles, tissues and organs. However, the latter three do not divide within an organism and
then synthesize products to form a higher level of organization. The lineage view works better
than Heidenhain’s original version: stem cell lineages do ‘encapsulate’ dividing cells, and diverse
lineages can be encapsulated together to form tissues and organs. So the view proposed here is
very close to Heidenhain’s view of the organism, diﬀering mainly in (1) the focus on develop-
mental process rather than organismal structure and (2) the central mediating role of stem cell
lineages.
In 20th-century theoretical biology, the concept of enkapsis has been applied to phylogeny
rather than ontogeny. However, the theorists that do so continue to rely on cellular analogies,
as well as the concept of a ‘stem.’ For example, Hennig ‘was seeking a phylogenetic system in
which each group formation relates to a ‘beginner’ [or ‘ancestor’]’ (Rieppel 2009, 312; quoting
Hennig 1965, 99). The origin of a monophyletic taxon is referred to as ‘a common stem species’
(Rieppel 2009, 314). Hennig’s ‘deviation rule’ states that ‘a stem species ceases to exist when it
splits into two daughter species, just as a cell ceases to exist when it divides’ (ibid, 314). And on
Bertalanﬀy’s account ‘the two descendant daughter species come together to form a new entity
at a higher level of complexity, just as the daughter cells come together to form part of an organ.
This new entity that encapsulates the two daughter species is a monophyletic taxon at its lowest
level of complexity’ (Bertalanﬀy 1932, 272, quoted in Rieppel 2009, 316). Hennig followed
Bertalanﬀy in taking the encapsulating higher level for species to be the monophyletic taxon,
analogous to an organ formed by multiple cells reproduced by division within a lineage.
In at least one respect, however, monophyletic taxa are disanalogous to organs formed from
cell lineages. Once ‘splitting’ has occurred, the new species generated by division need not
interact—indeed, lack of such interaction may be a requirement of the species remaining dis-
tinct. So it is unclear what relations are involved in repeatedly splitting taxa’s becoming uni-
ﬁed.12 However, products of cell division within a stem cell lineage do interact with one an-
other and with non-cellular features of their environments. Although much remains unknown
12It is also diﬃcult to understand what ‘interactions among species’ (rather than the individuals com-
prising the relevant populations/species) might amount to.
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about normal development in humans and other mammals, some of these interactions are well-
characterized. If stem cell lineages are enkaptic systems, then the ways that successive gen-
erations of progeny cells interact with one another and their environment to produce various
aspects of organization are the means by which a new encapsulating level emerges. To un-
derstand these means, and thus the cell-organism transition in the process of development for
multicellular organisms, we need to look more closely at experiments aimed at characterizing
stem cells’ developmental potential.
4 Stem Cell Experiments and Developmental Potential
The basic design of stem cell experiments is summarized above. But more detail is required to
clarify the cell-organism transition. The ﬁrst quantitative stem cell assay has provided the ‘gold
standard’ for identifying stem cells for over 50 years. The original ‘spleen colony assay’ detected
transplantable cells that form nodule-like colonies on mouse spleen after injection (Till and
McCulloch 1961). Each colony is descended from a single cell—the founder cell of the colony.
Stem cells are deﬁned as having both self-renewal and diﬀerentiation potential. So showing
that colony-forming cells are stem cells required ‘the demonstration that the colony is trans-
plantable, forming erythroid as well as granulocytic secondary colonies and, which is an even
more stringent proof, that it can restore hematopoiesis in a lethally irradiated animal’ (Potten
and Lajtha 1982, 50). Erythrocytes and granulocytes are mature blood cells with distinct func-
tions. So the appearance of these diﬀerentiated cell types in a spleen colony indicates that the
founder cell produced these cell types—i.e., that such a cell has blood cell-forming (hematopoi-
etic) potential. Detection of erythrocytes and granulocytes showed that colony-forming (i.e.,
self-renewing) cells can also give rise to two (or more) blood cell types—they possess at least
this diﬀerentiation potential. Even stronger evidence (‘an even more stringent proof ’), however,
is that spleen colony-forming cells can, if injected into a mouse with blood and immune cells
destroyed by radiation, restore those cells so the animal survives.
That is, the best evidence of HSC capacities is functional regeneration of the blood and
immune system in a whole organism (a mouse, in this case). As HSC were the ﬁrst stem
cells that could be quantitatively measured and thus precisely characterized, the experimental
standard for determining HSC developmental potential has been applied, with modiﬁcations,
to all other stem cell types. For ethical reasons, though, the whole-organism ‘gold standard’
cannot be met for human stem cells. Instead, methods for identifying stem cells in our species
use proxies for the whole organism. The methods for producing these proxies reveal important
aspects of multicellular organismal organization. The two most common proxies are embryoid
bodies and teratomas. Recently, for example, the Progenitor Cell Biology Consortium of the
National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute published a standardized ‘analytical methodology’
for characterizing induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSC), which used both these experimental
products to test for stem cell potential (Salomonis et al. 2016).13 In addition, two new kinds of
experiment shed further light on stem cell developmental potential and relations between cell
and organism ‘levels’ in development. I discuss these established methods and new techniques
in turn.
13Disturbingly, the results indicated that the teratoma assay is not a good indicator of stem cell quality
(genetic stability).
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4.1 Embryoid bodies
Cultured pluripotent stem cells typically grow (self-renew) on a two-dimensional solid surface (a
culture dish or layer of ‘feeder’ cells), on which they divide to form colonies. But if suspended in
ﬂuid, the cells organize to form ‘embryoid bodies’: spheres0.1–0.2mm in diameter, consisting
of an inner core of undiﬀerentiated cells wrapped in a layer of more diﬀerentiated cells. These
simple cellular structures resemble an early stage of mammalian embryonic development, at
which embryos are organized into three germ layers with characteristic developmental fates: an
outer layer of ectoderm, which gives rise to nervous tissue; an inner layer, endoderm, which
gives rise to major organs; and mesoderm in between, which gives rise to muscle, bone, and fat.
Cells from embryoid bodies show patterns of developmental potential similar to germ layers,
with inner and outer cells ‘committed’ to diﬀerent fates. So formation of embryoid bodies is
taken as a proxy for the ability to give rise to cells of all three germ layers of a whole organism.
4.2 Teratomas
The teratoma assay is performed by injecting human stem cells into a strain of inbred mouse
that does not reject the cells, but allows them to grow as tumors within the mice. Resulting tu-
mors are collected, dissected, and histologically analyzed to see if they contain cells of all three
germ layers. If so, then scientists conclude the transplanted stem cells are pluripotent. The
teratoma assay is actually a modiﬁed form of the ﬁrst experimental test for pluripotency, dating
from the 1950s. The ﬁrst pluripotent stem cells discovered are a form of cancer: teratocarci-
noma. This cancer manifests as tumors containing diverse cell types: fat, muscle, skin, nerves,
etc.—even teeth. Teratocarcinoma development was accordingly conceived as a simpliﬁed ver-
sion of embryonic development.14 Themain contrast between the two involves spatio-temporal
organization. Teratocarcinomas ‘appear to recapitulate many of the events that occur during
early embryonic development but in a disorganized manner’ (Andrews 2002, 406). Like early
embryos, undiﬀerentiated teratocarcinoma cells give rise to a wide range of cell types, including
products from each of the three germ layers (ectoderm, mesoderm, and endoderm). In teratoma
experiments, cultured cells are transplanted into inbred mice, where they develop into a non-
malignant version of teratocarcinoma. If the resulting tumors contain cells from all three germ
layers, albeit disorganized and jumbled, then scientists conclude the transplanted stem cells are
pluripotent. As with embryoid bodies, three germ layers in a tumor are considered a proxy for
a whole organism.15
4.3 Organoids
Organoids are a new kind of biological entity, produced by manipulating the environment of
stem cells and their descendant cells. Lancaster and Knoblich (2014) deﬁne an organoid as ‘a
collection of organ-speciﬁc cell types that develops from stem cells or organ progenitors and self-
organizes through cell sorting and spatially restricted lineage commitment in amanner similar to
in vivo.’ That is, organoids are results of in vitro developmental processes which are (i) initiated
by stem cells, (ii) mimic or ‘recapitulate’ the cell-level processes of normal development, and (iii)
produce multiple organ-speciﬁc cell types which are organized to perform at least one organ-
14See Fagan 2013a, Chapter 7, for details.
15The teratoma assay inversely recapitulates the history of stem cell culture; the ﬁrst pluripotent stem
cells to be experimentally characterized were a transplantable form of cancer (see Fagan 2013a, Chapter
7).
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speciﬁc function (e.g., neural activity, excretion, contraction). Human organoids have been
generated for optic cup, brain, intestine, liver, kidney, stomach, pancreas and more.16 These
‘model organs’ are produced by placing stem cells in a three-dimensional spatial arrangement
constrained by a synthetic ‘scaﬀold,’ in culture media containing biochemical factors that mimic
signals for normal cell development. Stem cells under these conditions diﬀerentiate to yield
more mature cells that then interact to produce an approximation of an organ (Figure 3).
Organoids diﬀer from other in vitro stem cell products, in that they ‘self-assemble to form
the cellular organization of the organ itself ’ (Lancaster and Knoblich 2014, 283). This self-
assembly is thought to involve two processes: ‘cell sorting out’ and ‘spatially restricted lineage
commitment’ (ibid). Cells ‘sort out’ according to adhesion between matching surface molecules,
leading to a thermodynamically stable pattern. ‘Lineage commitment’ refers to the developmen-
tal transition from a stem state with the potential to diﬀerentiate into various cell types to a
state of more restricted potential. The core idea behind organoid self-organization is that the
three-dimensional scaﬀold constrains ‘cell fate’ (i.e., which diﬀerentiation pathway is realized,
of multiple possibilities) by structuring cell-cell interactions. In this artiﬁcial, scaﬀolded envi-
ronment, diverse factors interact dynamically with one another and with stem cells at multiple
spatio-temporal scales: ‘support cells’ secreting signal factors, the extra-cellular matrix (ECM),
mechanical forces, oxygen levels, pH, and more (Yin et al. 2016, 28).
Due to the complexity of these dynamic interactions, organoid development is not as robust
as normal development. ‘[E]ach organoid is unique’ with respect to the relative positioning
of tissue regions, and ‘pure populations of single cell types’ are not reliably generated by this
method (Lancaster and Knoblich 2014). Instead, cell identity in organoids is (largely if not
entirely) a result of interactions within a speciﬁc dynamic niche (micro-environment). Despite
the need for ‘exogenous’ biochemical factors and the diverse contributing features of the dynamic
micro-environment, the capacity to produce organoids is attributed to stem cells’ self-organizing
potential: ‘stem cells exhibit an intrinsic ability to assemble into complex structures’ (Yin et
al. 2016, 25).
4.4 Embryonic spatial patterning
One feature of embryonic organization that organoids lack is the basic polarity of a body plan:
dorsal/ventral or anterior/posterior axes. Such polarity is exhibited, however, by pluripotent
human stem cells under other conditions. If deprived of biochemical signals needed to main-
tain self-renewal, and instead provided with molecules that stimulate diﬀerentiation in normal
development and simple spatial constraints, cultured embryonic stem cells can ‘replicat[e] em-
bryonic spatial ordering in vitro’. Signiﬁcantly, the resemblance is not to very early embryos, the
sources from which ESC are derived, but rather embryos up to and after gastrulation (Warm-
ﬂash et al. 2014, 847). Gastrulation, in normal development, is the stage at which cells are
committed to form a single multicellular organism (‘individuation’), the three germ layers are
distinguished, and generic cell fates are ﬁxed. Currently, there are two diﬀerent methods for
generating embryo-like structures from stem cells: one for mouse, and one for human, ESC.
In the mouse procedure, ESC are placed in liquid culture to form embryoid bodies, which are
then exposed to a few speciﬁc molecules involved in normal development.17 In this context,
cells of the embryoid body undergo a robust diﬀerentiation process, culminating in ‘polarized
16Mouse, cancer, and patient-speciﬁc organoids have also been produced; see Lancaster and Knoblich
2014 for details and references.
17The molecules are activin and Wnt.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3: (a) Schematic of the generation and structure of various organoids (reprinted from
Lancaster and Knoblich 2014, Figure 3, 1247125–4, by permission of the American Association
for the Advancement of Science). (b) Intestinal organoid (from St Johnston, 2015).
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Figure 4: Human embryonic stem cells (hESC) growing in micro-patterned cell culture.
(Reprinted from Warmﬂash et al. 2014, 848, Figure 1b, with permission from Nature Pub-
lishing Group.)
structures … [that] contain cell lineages that are characteristic of the three classic embryonic
germ layers: ectoderm, mesoderm and endoderm’ (Pera et al. 2015, 917). Although these cel-
lular entities do not resemble embryos anatomically, they ‘recapitulate at least some aspects of
the spatial organization of the embryo during and after gastrulation’ (ibid). More speciﬁcally,
the self-organizing ‘quasi-embryos’ exhibit the same repertoire of cell types, which appear in
the same order as in normal mammalian development.
The human ESC protocol uses a two-dimensional surface, conﬁning the self-renewing stem
cells to small circular areas and then adding a factor involved in normal diﬀerentiation (BMP4).
In this environment and spatial conﬁguration, hESC diﬀerentiate in a ‘center-to-periphery’
pattern, with ‘stemness’ remaining highest at the center, declining toward the periphery (Figure
4). The result is a reproducible arrangement of cells resembling the classic germ layers, with
ectoderm innermost, surrounded by a ring of mesoderm, and endoderm comprising the outer
layer (Pera et al. 2015, 917–918).18 This simple radial structure does not, of course, resemble
an embryo anatomically; nor does the result of the mouse ESC protocol (although the latter are
more embryo-like, in being three-dimensional). But these stem cell-derived systems do exhibit
several aspects of embryonic organization, including: robust timing and order of appearance
of cell types, a reproducible spatial arrangement of germ layers, and polarity along the radial
axis. The last of these is demonstrated by varying the size of the circles to which hESC are
conﬁned: ‘as colony size is reduced, the central fates [cell types to which ESC diﬀerentiate] are
lost’ (Warmﬂash et al. 2014, 847). This is taken to show that control of cell fate is localized to
the ESC colony border, establishing a radial axis for the entire structure.
ESC are undiﬀerentiated cells, and those used in these experiments are assumed to be iden-
tical ‘clones’ of one another.19 The exogenous biochemical signals are added to cell culture
media, and so all the cells are exposed to them. Spatial constraints and geometric organization
introduce positional diﬀerences among the cells, but the robust appearance of diﬀerentiated
cell types (germ layers) in a particular spatial orientation is attributed to ‘the intrinsic tendency
of stem cells to make patterns’ (Warmﬂash et al. 2014, 847). So, as in organoid generation,
in vitro embryonic development from stem cells is characterized as ‘self-organization,’ another
developmental capacity of (embryonic) stem cells.
18There are a number of complexities and uncertainties concerning this result, which is to be expected
with a new experimental production. I bracket these complications here.
19See Fagan 2013a, under review a, for reasons to question this assumption of initial stem cell homo-
geneity.
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5 Developmental Versatility and Context-Dependence
To sum up the argument so far: the enkaptic view of development suggests a way to extend
the lineage view of stem cells to include the developmental transition from cell to multicellular
organism. On the enkaptic view, diverse cell lineages are encapsulated together to form tissues
and organs. Experiments aimed at characterizing stem cell diﬀerentiation potential specify the
means by which this encapsulation occurs. Embryoid bodies, teratomas, homogeneous pop-
ulations of diﬀerentiated cells, organoids, and spatially patterned embryo-like entities are all
produced by speciﬁc interactions among cells generated within a stem cell lineage, in conjunc-
tion with speciﬁc features of the biochemical and physical/geometric environment. So enkapsis
is vindicated as an extension of the lineage view of stem cells, by current practices in stem cell
research. Although theoretical biologists have heretofore applied the notion of enkapsis to phy-
logeny rather than to ontogeny, the latter is well-supported by experimental practices while the
former is highly contentious.20 It remains to be seen how far the analogy between ontogeny
and phylogeny, with respect to enkapsis, holds. That project is a task for another paper. Here,
I discuss the ontological signiﬁcance of the experimental methods from the previous section, in
particular their bearing on the cell-organism transition and the concept of biological organis-
mality.
The ability to produce parts, or in the extreme case the whole of, an entire multicellular
organism, is an essential feature of stem cells. But stem cells vary considerably in their devel-
opmental potential—as well as other features, corresponding to variables in the lineage model
presented above (Section 2). Pluripotent stem cells, by deﬁnition, can give rise to all the main
cell types of the body, including the germline. In mice, this capacity has been demonstrated:
ESC can give rise to all the cells in a single multicellular organism. Stem cells with more re-
stricted potential (e.g., multipotent) can produce an entire functional organ or tissue within a
whole animal.21 While teratoma assays also use whole animals, in these experiments the animal
is essentially a permissive environment for growth of benign tumors, the products of stem cell
diﬀerentiation. In vitro stem cell experiments also use proxies for a whole animal or a particu-
lar organ/tissue: embryoid bodies, organoids, and embryo-like organization. Other studies of
stem cells use simpler culture systems, directing diﬀerentiation toward a single mature cell type
of interest, such as neurons, muscle, or blood. It is tempting to construe these diverse model
systems as successive approximations of human embryonic development, with more sophisti-
cated models able to ‘forge a better replica of the embryo’ or a particular organ (Pera et al. 2015,
918). On this view, the more accurately stem cell experiments mimic the biochemical, physi-
cal, and geometric context (environment) of normal in vivo development, the more closely the
experimental products resemble an embryo.
While this progressive ideal for modeling is an important part of stem cell reseachers’ moti-
vation, it does not fully capture the results of recent stem cell experiments. The various methods
discussed above all realize stem cells’ generative capacities, but in diﬀerent ways. The results
do not form a tidy sequence of better and better models. Rather, they exhibit the variety of
modes of development that stem cells can initiate. Scientists’ own accounts reinforce this idea.
20Contra Bertalanﬀy: ‘Such uniﬁcation [the result of enkapsis] becomes increasingly tighter, the com-
ponent parts hence increasingly more diﬀerentiated and less independent, the further one ascends in the
ontogenetic and phylogenetic hierarchy’ (Bertalanﬀy 1932, 272, quoted in Rieppel 2009, 316).
21In practice, only blood-forming stem cells (HSC) from particular strains of laboratory mice have
been identiﬁed and characterized are characterized in this way. But whole animal experiments remain
the gold standard for much of stem cell research.
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Table 1: Modes of development and aspects of organization to which stem cells contribute.
Mode of development Aspects of organization
normal all, complex, robust
pathological specialized cell types, 3D structure, non-robust
simpliﬁed generic cell types, simple 3D structure
cellular specialized cell types
organ-like specialized cell types, complex 3D structure, non-robust
embryo-like generic cell types, simple 2D structure, polarity
One inﬂuential recent review characterizes teratomas, embryoid bodies, and organoids as three
distinct ‘paradigms of self-organization’ from stem cell research (Lancaster and Knoblich 2014).
Another uses diagrams to indicate the ‘parallel tracks’ of normal in vivo development, in vitro
stem cell diﬀerentiation, teratomas, and organoids (Yin et al. 2016, 27). Rather than falling on
a single continuum, these diverse methods and results form an array of modes of development
emanating from stem cells.
At least six such modes can be distinguished (Table 1). First, in normal development, a
single cell in an appropriate environment transforms into a viable multicellular organism. Stem
cells can contribute to this process, as whole-animal experiments (with mice) demonstrate.
Unmanipulated normal development can be reasonably assumed to involve a variety of self-
renewing and diﬀerentiating stem cells as well. Stem cells isolated from speciﬁc organs or
tissues in mature organisms (i.e., ‘adult stem cells’) are the ‘relict populations’ of the more com-
prehensive generative process of stem cell-mediated normal development. Normal development
proceeds via intricate regulation of the sizes of cell populations arranged in developmental hier-
archy, knitted together via cell signaling pathways.
Second, teratoma formation is a pathological counterpart of normal development. Stem
cells that produce teratomas do so only in the peculiarly permissive environment of an immun-
odeﬁcient mouse, of a strain that is prone to forming tumors. Under these (highly artiﬁcial)
conditions, pluripotent stem cells give rise to representatives of the full range of specialized cell
types in the human body—cells of all three germ layers. The malignant form of teratoma is
teratocarcinoma: a cancer arising in mammalian germ cells. Teratocarcinoma produces tumors
comprised of a disturbing mélange of specialized cells and tissues: teeth, hair, muscle, etc. Their
malignancy consists in sustained self-renewal of undiﬀerentiated cancer cells, which give rise
to the more specialized cells and tissues comprising the bulk of the tumor. Generalization of
this mode of development to other cancers is the ‘cancer stem cell model’ (Laplane 2015; Fagan
2016c).
Third, embryoid bodies are produced via a simpliﬁed, minimal mode of development. Spe-
cialized cells appear, arranged into a spherical structure resembling an early embryo—but dras-
tically simpliﬁed, with just inner and outer layers. The environment for producing embryoid
bodies is similarly minimal: ESC are detached from a two-dimensional surface, where they di-
vide to form sheet-like colonies, and placed in liquid media. This new physical context induces
ESC to form spheres with a robust inner/outer arrangement. As in normal development, posi-
tion in this structure predicts cell fate: inner- and outer-layer cells give rise to diﬀerent mature
cell types. This is ascertained by changing cells’ environment yet again: cells from an embryoid
body are distributed to diﬀerent two-dimensional culture environments, each designed to en-
courage diﬀerentiation into a particular specialized cell type, such as muscle, blood, or neuron.
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Fourth, ‘directed diﬀerentiation’ experiments establish two-dimensional sheet-like popula-
tions of particular mature cell types. Considered collectively, these experiments are another way
to demonstrate stem cell potential, or potency. Stem cell potential is usually conceived in terms
of the number of cell types comprising the body of a multicellular organism. Directed diﬀer-
entiation experiments are used throughout stem cell research, to show that a given stem cell’s
potential includes the cell type of interest, and/or to produce pure populations of that cell type.
These represent a fourth mode of development, restricted to the cellular level. In this mode,
development from stem cells to each specialized cell type is achieved separately, using a distinct
culture environment.
Organoids and embryonic spatial patterning highlight a ﬁfth and sixth mode of develop-
ment: organ-like and embryo-like, respectively. Environments that produce embryo-like spa-
tial patterning or organoids contain speciﬁc biochemical signals and are structured in two or
three dimensions, respectively. The results of development in these structured environments are
more elaborate than other stem cell-derived experimental products. Organoids are composed
of multiple cell types, arranged to morphologically and functionally resemble a particular organ.
Organoids reveal another aspect of developmental potential; the ‘self-organizing properties of stem
cells’ (Lin et al. 2016, 25; italics in original). These properties connect cell- and tissue/organ
levels of biological organization. Organoids are model systems that aim at ‘multi-level reca-
pitulation of the body’ (Yin et al. 2016, 25). Embryo-like spatial patterning approximates a
post-implantation embryo in another way, exhibiting robust periphery-to-center polarity that
resembles the rudiments of a body plan.
Apart from normal development, each mode highlights diﬀerent aspects of the organization
involved in generating a multicellular organism from undiﬀerentiated cells (Table 1). Patholog-
ical development yields specialized cells and tissues in a three-dimensional arrangement, but
the resulting teratomas (and other cancers) are ‘disordered’ in at least three respects. First, the
set of specialized cells and tissues that appear varies across tumors; pathological development
is not robust, on a cellular level. Second, the specialized cells and tissues that appear are not
arranged into functional organs; this mode of development is not robust at the organ level either.
Finally, the specialized cells and tissues of a teratoma are not arranged so as to constitute an au-
tonomous organism; robustness is lacking at the organism level. Embryoid bodies, in contrast,
show robust arrangement of diﬀerentiated cells in a three-dimensional structure that resembles
an embryo. This mode of development is simpliﬁed and minimal, rather than unpredictably
disordered; embryoid bodies are robustly organized at cell and organism levels. However, their
organization is extremely simple, lacking mature cells and any distinct organs.
Directed development, considered as a collection of experiments, can produce (nearly) the
full range of mature specialized cells that make up an organismal body. But this is a fragmented,
spatio-temporally dispersed reﬂection of normal development. Many specialized cell types can
be robustly produced as pure populations, from two-dimensional stem cell cultures. But other
aspects of normal development are lacking. The result of directed diﬀerentiation experiments,
considered collectively, is a thorough disarticulation of organismal organization, into homoge-
neous populations of specialized cell types.
Organoids help bridge the gap between cell- and organism-level organization. The com-
bination of three-dimensional scaﬀolds and speciﬁc signals produces multiple specialized cell
types that approximate the three-dimensional and functional organization of a particular organ.
Although positioning of particular cell types within an organoid is not robust, their develop-
ment preserves many organizational features of normal organ development. Finally, spatially
patterned embryo-like structures exhibit a simpliﬁed body-plan, with robust organization of
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diﬀerent cell types characteristic of post-implantation human embryos.
Each of these six modes of development, with their diﬀerent aspects of organization, is
initiated by stem cells. Stem cell potential, as noted above, is typically deﬁned in terms of the
range of cell types that a given stem cell can produce, if placed in the appropriate environment.
But that concept of potential does not capture the diverse organizational capacities revealed
by experiments using the diﬀerent developmental modes. Experimental practices, considered
collectively, show that stem cells are capable not only of diﬀerentiating to produce a particular
range of cell types, but of realizing diﬀerent processes or modes of diﬀerentiation. I propose the
term ‘developmental versatility’ to refer to this capacity: the ability to produce diﬀerent aspects
of organization associated with diﬀerent modes of development: normal, disordered, simple,
cellular, organ-like, and embryo-like. The transformation of a developing biological individual
from a single cell to a mature multicellular organism proceeds by means of stem cells’ enkaptic
lineages, which realize some or all of these diverse modes of development.
Experimental practices of stem cell research reveal a further result as well. Which mode
or set of modes of development relating cell to organism is realized in any particular develop-
mental process initiated by a stem cell depends on features of that cell’s environment, and of
its descendants’ environment. These features include the presence or absence of speciﬁc bio-
chemical signals, spatial/geometric arrangement of cells, physical boundaries of the system, and
physical factors such as oxygen levels or pH. The environmental dependence of modes of devel-
opment initiated by stem cells is a special case of a more general conclusion: stem cell identity is
context-dependent.22 Experiments that reveal developmental potential make use of this feature,
inducing stem cells to diﬀerentiate in speciﬁc (and diverse) ways by manipulating the geometry,
biochemical composition, or cellular makeup of their environment. In the best-characterized
in vivo stem cell systems, such as mouse intestinal epithelium and ﬂy testes, stem cell capacities
are dependent on a speciﬁc position within the relevant organ (Barker et al. 2012; Cherry and
Matunis 2010). Given these spatial constraints, cell division allows only a few cells to remain in
‘a stem cell permissive environment’ (or niche), while other progeny are expelled and perforce
diﬀerentiate (Barker et al. 2012, 452–453).23
Furthermore, the reverse is possible: given the right environmental conditions, at least some
non-stem cells can transform into stem cells. The most celebrated example of this is ‘reprogram-
ming,’ a method by which diﬀerentiated cells of various types are transformed (albeit with a very
low success rate) to ‘induced’ pluripotent stem cells (iPSC; Takahashi and Yamanaka 2006). The
transformation is accomplished by altering the expression of a few speciﬁc genes in cultured cells
extracted from an organism. After a few weeks of in vitro growth with altered gene regulation,
a few cells change their appearance and molecular traits so as to resemble embryonic stem cells,
which can then in turn be ‘directed’ to diﬀerentiate along various pathways. Other experimen-
tal reversals of cell development are possible as well. It has long been recognized that the ‘stem
cell phenotype appears to be by no means hard-wired,’ but rather ‘the behavior of stem cells
is controlled by the microenvironment’ (Potten and Lajtha 1982, 454; Yin et al. 2016, 27; see
also Barker et al. 2012, 454). Context-dependence of stem cell capacities is such that processes
of development initiated by stem cells are in principle reversible. This experimental discovery is
a profound alteration of traditional ideas about the process of biological development, the full
22For other lines of argument for this conclusion, and the related claim that stem cells are ‘experimen-
tally relative,’ see Fagan 2013a, Chapter 3, 2013b, 2016b.
23The precise nature of the hematopoietic stem cell (HSC) niche is a matter of long-standing contro-
versy. However, it is widely accepted that the bone marrow microenvironment plays a role in the balance
of HSC self-renewal and diﬀerentiation (Sean Morrison 2016, pers. comm.).
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implications of which have not yet been worked out even by the researchers involved.
This motivates another extension of the lineage view. To accommodate stem cells’ envi-
ronmental sensitivity, stem cell lineage trees should be conceptualized in association with one
or more speciﬁc environments (E1:::n). Applied to a broad range of experimental results, this
framework could reveal systematic patterns in stem cell development with respect to particular
environmental factors. Factors of interest could then be associated with a set of tree topolo-
gies, allowing for new comparisons and insights to emerge. However, the main point for the
purpose of this paper is that context-dependent stem cell development has ramiﬁcations for
concepts of biological individuality and organismality. The latter notion, in particular, is of-
ten understood as requiring internal directedness and autonomy.24 The methods and results of
stem cell experiments show that such requirements need to be re-examined. Stem cells exhibit
not only developmental potential, the ability to generate one or more diﬀerentiated cell types,
but also developmental versatility, the capacity to produce one or more modes of organismal
organization. The ‘ﬂip-side’ of developmental versatility is context-dependence: which modes
of organismal organization are realized in a particular developmental process depends on the
speciﬁc combination of environmental factors present. Over 50 years of stem cell experiments
have taught us how to ‘steer cell fate through exogenous niche components’—that is, to control
stem cell capacities through features of cells’ environments.25 Although this control is imperfect
owing to the many gaps in our knowledge of stem cell development, and intra-cell regulation
of gene expression is of course also crucial, decades of experiment have shown that stem cell
identity is exquisitely sensitive to features of the local microenvironment, both in vivo and in
vitro. Manipulating stem cells’ context-dependence is the basic design principle of all stem cell
experiments: candidate stem cells are moved to a new environment, and their or their descen-
dants’ characteristics in that context are measured. This basic experimental strategy continues to
be used, revealing piecemeal the diverse factors involved in generating organismal organization
from a stem cell. Development, including the transformation from cellular to organismal lev-
els of organization, is not an ineluctable, internally-driven process. Biological individuals that
develop do so as part of a dynamic assemblage of interacting factors, including features of the
environment as well as cells ‘stemming’ from a single lineage.
6 Conclusion
This paper has motivated and defended the lineage view of stem cells as a conceptual framework,
i.e., an ontology, for understanding the cell-organism relation in biological development. I have
argued that this relation is fruitfully conceived in terms of cell lineages that form an enkaptic
system generated by a single stem. According to the basic lineage view, a stem cell is the starting
point of a cell lineage with a speciﬁc organismal source, time-interval of existence (measured in
cell divisions), and ‘tree topology’ of branch-points linking the stem to developmental termini.
Reﬁnement of this basic picture is necessary, to account for the cell-organism transition in the
process of development. Hennig’s conception of enkapsis provides the needed reﬁnement. Fur-
ther explication of the ways in which cells interact with one another and with features of their
environment, thereby giving rise to tissues, organs, and the whole organism, is provided by
examination of experimental methods used to determine stem cells’ developmental potential.
These various methods produce new artiﬁcial entities which reveal aspects of multicellular or-
24I discuss these ideas further in Fagan (under review a).
25A stem cell’s local environment is extremely dynamic, and stem cells inﬂuence and are inﬂuenced by
it. So stem cell capacities are realized via an intricate interplay of cell and biochemical interactions.
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ganization: cultured cells from ‘direct diﬀerentiation,’ embryoid bodies, teratomas, organoids,
and embryo-like structures. The diﬀerent modes of development associated with these methods
indicate the diﬀerent aspects of organization (simple, dispersed, cellular, organ-like and embryo-
like) which are integrated in the overall process of normal organismal development. As research
on the experimental systems described above goes forward, the expanded lineage view of stem
cells can serve as a unifying framework for coordinating these results into an explicit ontology of
biological development. But even lacking such a comprehensive framework, some ontological
conclusions can be drawn. Arguably the most signiﬁcant of these is the context-dependence of
developmental processes involving stem cells—including in principle reversibility.
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